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Abstract

Objective—To assess the long-term (four to 10 years) prognostic significance of transient ST segment changes on ambulatory ST segment monitoring after coronary artery bypass grafting (CABG).

Patients and methods—76 patients (67 men, nine women) underwent CABG between 1982 and 1984 (n = 31) and between 1987 and 1988 (n = 45) and at a mean age of 57. All underwent 48 hours of ambulatory ST segment monitoring at a mean of 19 weeks after surgery. The results were available for assessment. All general practitioners were contacted and patients’ notes reviewed. Patients were contacted by telephone. Details were recorded of intervening events (acute myocardial infarction, unstable angina, need for further revascularisation, and deaths). Event free survival curves were produced for those with and without transient ST segment changes during routine postoperative ambulatory ST segment monitoring.

Results—During 3213 hours of monitoring after CABG, 21 (27.6%) of 76 patients had transient ST segment changes, of which 70% were silent. Over a mean 70 month follow up period, patients with such ischaemic changes were no more likely to have either an objective (myocardial infarction or cardiac death) or subjective (unstable angina or another revascularisation) event than those patients without ischaemic changes. This finding was the same in patients operated on between 1987 and 1988 and between 1982 and 1984.

Conclusions—Although ambulatory ST segment monitoring is becoming increasingly popular in some countries as a routine investigation for ischaemia in various coronary subgroups, the findings of such an investigation, when performed after CABG, do not help to identify a subgroup more likely to have an adverse outcome during up to 10 years of follow up. There seems to be no reason to perform this investigation after surgery, and particularly to refer patients for re-investigation because of the detection of predominantly silent ST segment changes of uncertain relevance.

It has been clearly shown that transient, and predominantly silent, episodes of ST segment depression occur commonly during daily life in patients with stable coronary artery disease,12 unstable angina,54 and at various phases after acute myocardial infarction.54 Many authors have reported that such transient ischaemic episodes are associated with an adverse short and medium term prognosis in patients with stable angina,78 unstable angina,54 and after infarction.54 Other authors have not concurred with these findings in patients with stable angina.7 There is considerable variation in what is reported as an end point in the various studies; some authors included subjective end points such as the need for revascularisation, whereas others assessed the objective end points of acute myocardial infarction and sudden cardiac death separately.

Whereas it was initially reported that after coronary artery bypass grafting (CABG) the presence of transient and almost exclusively silent ischaemic ST segment changes during daily life might be associated with an adverse short term prognosis,10 another longer term follow up study reported that the presence of such ischaemic changes in the stable phase after surgery was not of prognostic relevance.11

We have assessed the long term (up to 10 years) prognostic importance of transient ST segment changes during daily activities in 76 patients who had CABG between 1982 and 1988 and who subsequently underwent routine ambulatory ST segment monitoring. These patients have been previously reported as part of studies assessing the effects of CABG on such transient ST segment changes detected by ambulatory monitoring.12

Patients and methods

Seventy six patients (67 men, nine women) of mean age 57 (range 40–75) years underwent CABG between January 1982 and November 1988. The results of subsequent routine monitoring of ambulatory ST segment are available. Almost all patients had been operated on because of severe angina. Fifteen patients had left main coronary artery disease, 47 had three vessel, 11 two vessel, and three single vessel disease. Therefore, 62 patients (81%) had three vessel or left main coronary
artery disease. During surgery the mean number of bypass grafts (including the internal mammary artery graft) was 3.3 (range 1–5). No patient had developed significant conduction disturbances likely to effect the interpretation of the ST segment after surgery.

AMBULATORY ST SEGMENT MONITORING
Forty eight hours of ambulatory ST segment monitoring was performed with pre-gelled electrodes to record two bipolar leads, anterior lead CM5 and a modified inferior lead. Sites and methods of application have been previously described.14 Two channel recordings were then obtained on magnetic tape by a frequency modulated dual channel recorder (Oxford Medilog 2, frequency response 0.05–40 Hz). The frequency response of this system is sufficient to record and display the ST segment accurately. Tapes were then analysed at 60 to 120 times normal speed with an Oxford Medilog MA20 scanner, and all printouts were at 25 mm/s. Significant ST segment depression was defined as planar or downsloping ST segment shift of >1 mm measured 0.08 s after the J point that persisted for >1 min. Changes in the T wave were not regarded as evidence of myocardial ischaemia unless they were accompanied by significant ST segment changes.

During the period of ambulatory monitoring, each patient kept a detailed angina diary to record each episode of pain, the activity at the onset of symptoms, and the requirement for glyceryl trinitrate. They pressed an event marker at the onset of symptoms, which marked the magnetic tape allowing for automatic display of the electrocardiogram at the time of playback. All patients were encouraged to continue their normal daily activities during monitoring.

MEDICATIONS DURING MONITORING
Of the 76 patients undergoing routine ambulatory ST segment monitoring after CABG 59 (78%) had no antianginal treatment. Seventeen (22%) patients had antianginal treatment; in eight (47%) of these cases the treatment was for hypertension.

FOLLOW UP OF PATIENTS
The notes of all patients were reviewed and the general practitioner contacted to establish whether the patient was alive. Surviving patients were contacted and questioned about (a) hospital admissions after CABG, (b) the need for further intervention, (c) symptoms of angina and when it developed after CABG, (d) medication taken. Cause of deaths was sought from the general practitioner or from the relevant hospital. Objective end points recorded were acute myocardial infarction and cardiac death. Subjective end points included admission to hospital with unstable angina and need for further revascularisation. Non-cardiac deaths, were also recorded.

STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
We constructed Kaplan-Meier cumulative survival curves in the conventional way, with objective and a combination of objective and subjective end points. Potential differences between survival curves were analysed with the log rank test.

Results

AMBULATORY ST SEGMENT MONITORING AFTER CABG
The 76 patients underwent a total of 3213 hours of ambulatory ST segment monitoring (mean 42.3 hours) at a mean of 19 (range 2–78) weeks after CABG. Twenty one (28%) patients had a total of 84 transient episodes of ST segment change during monitoring, of which 25 (30%) were painful. Eighteen of 59 (31%) patients without antianginal treatment had ST segment changes, as did three of 17 patients (18%) with treatment. The mean number of grafts received was 3.0 in those with ST segment changes during monitoring, and 3.4 in those without. In no case had the findings of ambulatory ST segment monitoring after CABG altered clinical management, as the relevance of such findings was not known.

EVENTS RECORDED DURING FOLLOW UP AFTER AMBULATORY MONITORING
Among the 76 patients there were seven deaths, of which six were cardiac in origin. Five patients had non-fatal acute myocardial infarction. There were eight reported admissions with unstable angina, and one patient underwent further revascularisation. Symptoms of angina recurred in a total of 30 patients at a mean of 43 months follow up.

RELATION BETWEEN RESULTS OF AMBULATORY ST SEGMENT MONITORING AND END POINTS
Figure 1 shows cumulative event free survival for the study group in terms of acute myocardial infarction or cardiac death over a mean of 70 months (range 22–115) follow up after monitoring, and figure 2 assesses outcome with acute myocardial infarction, cardiac

Figure 1. Cumulative objective (acute myocardial infarction and cardiac death) event free survival over a mean 70 month follow up period in 76 patients with or without transient ST segment changes on routine ambulatory ST segment monitoring after CABG.
cardiac event over a mean 70 month follow up period. There was no increased frequency of objective cardiac events in patients without antianginal treatment compared with those on such treatment either for recurrent angina or for hypertension.

**Discussion**

Although ambulatory ST segment monitoring has been used extensively in cardiovascular research over the past 15 years, it is not yet widely used in routine clinical investigations in patients with various coronary syndromes. Although there is some conflict as to whether transient ST segment changes during daily life in patients with stable angina indicates an adverse prognosis,4,9 the presence of such changes in patients with unstable angina pectoris seems to be associated with an adverse short-term outcome,10 and continuous ST segment monitoring in the coronary care unit may help to identify those patients more likely to benefit from early investigation and intervention. Recent evidence also suggests that such ST segment changes are associated with an adverse outcome in patients undergoing non-cardiac surgery,15,16 but these findings may simply suggest that people with transient ischaemia during daily life are more likely to have coronary artery disease than those without. It is not entirely surprising that those with significant coronary artery disease are more likely to have perioperative cardiac events than those without objective evidence of coronary disease. It has been reported that transient ST segment changes after acute myocardial infarction are associated with an adverse short-term outcome in high risk cases,5 but the largest prognostic study of ambulatory ST segment monitoring for the detection of transient ischaemia after acute myocardial infarction did not show any significant value of ambulatory ST segment monitoring in identifying those more likely to have further acute myocardial infarction or sudden cardiac death over a mean two year follow up period.6 The authors reported a significantly increased risk of unstable angina and need for revascularisation (both subjective end points) in those with transient ischaemic changes, suggesting that those with ischaemia during their daily lives were more likely to develop symptoms in the medium-term future than those without.

Two studies have looked at the prognostic value of transient ST segment changes on ambulatory monitoring after CABG.10,11 Egotrup suggested that such changes might help to identify those liable to have future cardiac events. Follow up time, however, was short (nine months), the study population small (n = 36), and only one objective cardiac event was recorded.10 Kennedy et al in a more recent and more extensive study have reported that transient, and almost exclusively silent ST segment changes are relatively frequent after surgery but that over a mean four year follow up period they did not help in identifying those more likely to have a
have had a considerable duration of follow up. Although this group of patients was not consecutively studied for the purposes of this report, each of the two sub-groups were studied consecutively between 1982 and 1984 and between 1987 and 1988 as far as was possible depending on suitability, availability of monitoring equipment, and consent. We have excluded all patients who had acute ischaemic syndromes after CABG but before monitoring, but we have not excluded those few who underwent elective postoperative monitoring but had developed recurrent angina.

Twenty two per cent of patients were receiving antianginal medications at the time of ambulatory monitoring after CABG, some for coexistent hypertension. These patients were no less likely to have a subsequent cardiac event than those without treatment. A recent study by Yeung et al.\(^{23}\) has shown that those patients receiving antianginal treatment that was stopped for the duration of monitoring have a similar outlook to those patients with transient ischaemia but without treatment, suggesting that the reduction or eradication of ischaemia by medical means during daily life does not alter prognosis in terms of subsequent cardiac end points. Although patients on treatment in our study had less tendency to ischaemic change during daily activities, this did not translate into a better long-term outcome.

In conclusion ambulatory ST segment monitoring performed routinely after CABG detects transient (and predominantly silent) ST segment changes in a significant minority of patients, but such findings do not help to identify those patients more likely to have a subsequent major cardiac event up to 10 years after investigation. There is, therefore, little reason to perform this investigation in such patients. Reinvestigation should be reserved for patients who, after CABG are restricted by recurrent and restrictive symptoms of angina despite adequate medical treatment. The recommendation that patients with evidence of silent ischaemia on ambulatory monitoring after CABG should undergo reinvestigation and further intervention is not justified on the basis of the findings of this report.

LIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY

Because this was not a planned prospective study there was a wide range of monitoring times after surgery. The mean time of investigation was 19 weeks, a sufficient length of time for sternal pain to have resolved, and for the patients to be fully ambulatory again. Follow up was taken as the time from postoperative monitoring, rather than from the time of surgery to events or to recent follow up. Although the study group is small, most had severe coronary disease and have had severe coronary disease.
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